Itinerary
The trip runs from the 26th to the 29th of June. This trip involve 48 hours staying on the island of Skomer, as well as
a trip to photograph dozens of wild red kites on the way to Pembrokeshire on the 27th, plus B&B accommodation
& a pub meal near Skomer ready for the boat over on the 27th.
Day 1 (26/06/2017) We all travel to South West Wales. A fantastic shooting opportunity before we reach Skomer
is planned: a visit to a world-famous wild red kite feeding site. We all spend the night in a B&B on the mainland
near Skomer, to get an early start for day 2.
Day 2 - (27/06/2016) Ferry to Skomer Island at 9am. Unload and get settled into our accommodation, then a
whole day shooting and exploring the Island.

Day 3 - (28/06/2016) Early start to take advantage of sunrise and again enjoy the Island with no other tourists (the
day-trippers are only on Skomer from 9.30am to 4pm). Whole day shooting and enjoying the island.

Day 4 - (29/06/2016) Early morning spent on the island, then return to the mainland by boat. You will likely be
starting your drive home by approximately 10.30 or 11am.

More Information
Dr. Jamie Gundry (a professional wildlife photographer) have been running these trips to Skomer in peak puffin
season for several years, and is very much looking forward to doing so again in 2017.

For our two days on the island we have managed to secure over half the visitor beds (there are only 16 to 18 in
total). As a result it will be a very exclusive trip and we will have about 16 hours of daylight each day to explore
this fabulous island, with 2/3 of that being when there are no day-trippers, so it is really very tranquil indeed.

You will have 48 hours on the island to enjoy the magical puffins and other wildlife, in near-solitude most of the
time. There are only 30 or so people, including volunteers and scientists, on the island overnight, so it can be
spectacularly calm and definitely chock-full of wildlife. For many on the trip the key aim will be to build up a
portfolio of the beautiful, charismatic and genuinely pint-sized puffins that nest on Skomer in their tens of
thousands.

One can picnic on the path mere metres from their burrows, and we can then watch and just grin happily as they
career in from the open sea, dozens at a time, often with a rack of sand eels in their beaks. We usually get the
opportunity to sit very near the puffin colony at dusk, with them almost running over our feet.
We will have plenty of time to teach you where and how to get the best images of puffins in flight: with a lot of
perseverance it is perfectly possible to get sharp images of them whirring past.

Razorbills, guillemots, many gulls and probably a seal or two are definite things we can also see and photograph,
and if the weather is right then in the middle of the night 250,000+ Manx Shearwaters come in from the sea to
feed their chicks. This isn't a great photo opportunity as it's so dark but it is incredible being out there with them,
even if they're rapid and erratic fliers: one almost flew straight into Jamie’s head last time! Little owls and shorteared owls are also resident in summer.
On day 1 we go to a world famous red kite feeding centre on the way to west Wales, and we encourage all guests
to join us there on the 26th of June.

Skomer FAQ
How do I book a ticket?

We ask all participants to reserve places with a £200 deposit per trip,

and the balance needs to be paid 2 months before departure. Therefore places booked within 2 months of
departure will need the full fee paid up front. Email info@jamiegundry.com or gundryjamie@hotmail.com for the
account details. Once deposits are received the place is confirmed.

How much is a ticket? £495. There are nine tickets available. This ticket includes red kite
photography at Gigrin Farm; accommodation, both on the mainland on the night of the 26th, and on Skomer; all
food (3 meals per day); boat fees; and importantly photography tuition from a pro-photographer. Transport to
and from Wales is not provided, but I am happy to help you contact each other ahead of time to arrange a carshare.

How many places are there? We have a maximum of nine tickets on sale, making the trip
very exclusive indeed. We will be a select band of photography- and wildlife-enthusiasts.

Accommodation

The accommodation is in a small but well-provisioned bunkhouse. The rooms are

3 to 4 bed dormitories, and most of the beds aren't bunk-beds. It is very clean and warm with ample hot water for
showers. We will handle all cooking but feel free to help out!

How much experience do I need? The trip is designed to teach beginners’ photography
skills in the field but some members of the group will be experienced and will be attending simply to take
advantage of the rare opportunity to stay overnight on the island during the puffin season.

How much walking? About 5 miles walking per day, over sometimes hilly terrain, is likely, but a
tractor is available to take your overnight bags to and from the boat and accommodation block. The walk from the
boat landing and the accommodation has lots of steps and a steep walk, so please bear this in mind. As always,
please feel free to call/email Jamie for an informal chat if you need any further advice.

What to bring?

Once ticket sales are confirmed, a list of 'what to bring & where to meet' will be sent

to attendees but any questions are welcomed in the meantime. In terms of photography gear, again, when we
have people signed up we will advise on extra equipment to hire/buy for the trip. It might make sense to share
the hire of a long telephoto with another member of the group: a modern 100-400mm lens is probably all you
need. A 70-200mm fast aperture lens is perfect for the amusingly near-impossible task of photographing the
clockwork-toy-like puffins in flight. However, occasionally a gust of wind will stop them in the air for a second or
so, and you will have a chance to capture them in all their whirring glory.
Have a look at http://www.lensesforhire.co.uk/ to get an idea of hire costs.
***Also - there is a very small chance that the weather will be so bad that the ferry cannot take us to the island.
To cover for these cases it is worth having trip insurance to provide recompense in events where weather
prevents a trip happening. This has never happened to us on these trips before, rest assured.

